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Abstract

Re-initializing a neural network during training has been observed to improve
generalization in recent works. Yet it is neither widely adopted in deep learning
practice nor is it often used in state-of-the-art training protocols. This raises the
question of when re-initialization works, and whether it should be used together
with regularization techniques such as data augmentation, weight decay and learn-
ing rate schedules. In this work, we conduct an extensive empirical comparison of
standard training with a selection of re-initialization methods to answer this ques-
tion, training over 15,000 models on a variety of image classification benchmarks.
We first establish that such methods are consistently beneficial for generalization in
the absence of any other regularization. However, when deployed alongside other
carefully tuned regularization techniques, re-initialization methods offer little to
no added benefit for generalization, although optimal generalization performance
becomes less sensitive to the choice of learning rate and weight decay hyperparam-
eters. To investigate the impact of re-initialization methods on noisy data, we also
consider learning under label noise. Surprisingly, in this case, re-initialization sig-
nificantly improves upon standard training, even in the presence of other carefully
tuned regularization techniques.

1 Introduction

Recent works [e.g. 1, 2] have proposed a set of techniques for training neural networks based on
re-initialization. These methods, which we collectively refer to as re-initialization methods, involve
re-initializing and transforming a part or all of the parameters of a neural network periodically
throughout learning. Studies have shown that re-initialization can help in certain settings, such
as small-data regimes [1, 27] and online learning [2]. However, despite having no overhead in
terms of computation cost and small implementation overhead, such re-initialization techniques
have not yet been adopted as common deep learning practice. Indeed, most state-of-the-art (SOTA)
training protocols do not incorporate re-initialization techniques, relying instead on advances in e.g.
optimization [10], architectures [22, 28, 5], data augmentation [8, 9] and pre-training [7].

However, prior work suggests that re-initialization can improve the generalization performance of
neural networks. For example, in the context of online learning, Ash and Adams [2] studied a
scenario in which training data arrives sequentially in “chunks” over time such that at any point in
time the training dataset consists of the union of all chunks arrived so far. They compared training
the network from scratch each time a new chunk arrives to warm-starting, where we continuously
train (i.e. fine-tune) the model, finding that warm-starting significantly underperformed. In order to
remedy this, they proposed Shrink & Perturb (defined in Section 2.2), a re-initialization technique
applied each time a new chunk arrives. Interestingly, applying Shrink & Perturb not only closed the
performance gap between warm-starting and training from scratch, but improved upon the model
trained from scratch. Does this mean that the standard approach to training neural networks without
re-initialization is sub-optimal?
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Figure 1: Comparison of standard train-
ing (i.e. no re-initialization) with re-
initialization using Shrink & Perturb in
three scenarios on Tiny ImageNet with
PreAct-ResNet-18. Full regularization refers
to the usage of carefully tuned data aug-
mentation, weight decay and a learning rate
schedule, whereas no regularization is with-
out. Without label noise, Shrink & Perturb
helps in the absence of other regularization
but has limited benefit otherwise. With label
noise, Shrink & Perturb helps significantly
even alongside other regularization. Adding
distillation further improves performance. All
training protocols have approximately equal
computational cost.

The motivation of our work is to empirically investi-
gate whether re-initialization improves generalization
in supervised learning and understand its benefits and
limitations for training neural networks. To that end,
we trained over 15,000 models to identify the settings
under which re-initialization methods are helpful. We
study the interaction between re-initialization and
other widely used regularization and optimization
techniques, including data augmentation, weight de-
cay and learning rate schedules. We seek to answer a
fundamental, practical question: are the benefits of re-
initialization additive with those of common, existing
techniques for improving generalization? Our experi-
ments consider settings ranging from vanilla training
to SOTA protocols which yield top performance. In
addition to varying the training protocol, we also
investigate the impact of re-initialization methods
when learning on noisy data by studying what hap-
pens under the presence of label noise, leading to
some surprising improvements.

Our empirical study centers around two re-
initialization methods. First, as our primary focus,
we consider Shrink & Perturb [2] as described earlier.
Second, we consider the recently proposed Layer-
wise Re-initialization [1] that has been shown to out-
perform prior re-initialization schemes, particularly
in small data regimes. Furthermore, we show that
re-initialization methods can naturally be adapted
to incorporate self-distillation [11] which typically
leads to improvement, at negligible cost. Figure 1
summarizes our results on Tiny ImageNet. From here on, we will use standard training to refer to
training without re-initialization.

Our contributions and findings are as follows:

• Shrink & Perturb can benefit i.i.d. learning. Although previously proposed for online learning,
Shrink & Perturb can also benefit i.i.d supervised learning and outperforms techniques such as
Layer-wise Re-initialization in certain settings.

• Re-initialization improves generalization in the absence of other regularization (Section 3).
There is a consistent advantage in periodically re-initializing a neural network—even up to 25
times—during training, pointing to the inherent regularization benefit of re-initialization.

• Re-initialization has little to no benefit relative to standard training in a SOTA setting
(Section 4). When data augmentation, weight decay and learning rate schedules are carefully tuned,
re-initialization performs at par with standard training. However, the optimal performance becomes
more robust to the choice of learning rate and weight decay, which is desirable in practice.

• Under label noise, re-initialization methods lead to significant improvement in generalization
(Section 5). This improvement appears on top of other well-tuned regularization, revealing a setting
where the effects of re-initialization and other regularization techniques do not overlap.

Related work is discussed in Appendix A.

2 Background on Re-initialization Methods

Let fθ be a neural network with parameters θ ∈ Rp trained to minimize a loss function L(θ).
Moreover, let pinit be a probability distribution over Rp from which we sample the initialization
parameters θ0 ∼ pinit. Then, we define a re-initialization of fθ to be the function fθRI , where we
have replaced the current parameters θ with re-initialized parameters θRI = R(θinit,θ). The function
R computes the re-initialized parameters using a fresh initialization θinit ∼ pinit and the current
parameters θ. Different re-initialization methods will differ in terms of R.
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Re-initialization methods will modify standard training as follows. Assuming a computational budget
corresponding to N epochs over the training data, we train the model in T stages, each for ⌊N/T ⌋
epochs. Between any two stages, we apply re-initialization as described earlier. Explicitly, let θend

t−1
denote the parameters at the end of the previous stage t − 1. Stage t then consists of training the
model starting from initial parameters θstart

t = R(θinit,θ
end
t−1). The initial parameters for stage 1 are

sampled directly from pinit. See Algorithm 1 for pseudo-code.

2.1 Incorporating Self-Distillation With Re-initialization

Our experiments will also consider the effect of incorporating self-distillation, which is a natural
extension of re-initialization methods because training is split into multiple sequential stages. Specif-
ically, when using distillation, we train the model in stage t by minimizing a combination of the
training loss and a distillation loss between the current model (the student) and the model at the end
of the previous stage t− 1 (the teacher), that is, we minimize the loss

L(θ) + βdistill KL(fθend
t−1
∥ fθ), (1)

with respect to θ, where the second term measures the KL-divergence between the predicted class
probabilities of the teacher and the student on the training data and βdistill is a hyperparameter. In stage
t = 1, we only optimize the loss L(θ). Note that the setting in which re-initialization simply consists
of replacing all the old model parameters with a new initialization, i.e. θRI = θinit, combined with
distillation is equivalent to Born-Again Networks (BANs) [11] supervised by the true and teacher
labels.

2.2 Shrink & Perturb

Our primary focus in this work will be Shrink & Perturb, a method proposed by Ash and Adams
[2] in the context of online learning and warm-starting neural network training. Shrink & Perturb
consists of defining the re-initialized parameters to be:

θRI = λθ + γθinit,

where λ, γ ∈ [0, 1] are shrinkage and perturbation hyperparameters respectively. Note that contrary
to the setup of Ash and Adams [2] where Shrink & Perturb is applied for online learning, we will
view Shrink & Perturb as a re-initialization method for training on a stationary dataset as described
earlier.

2.3 Layer-wise Re-initialization

Alabdulmohsin et al. [1] recently proposed Layer-wise Re-initialization, which re-initializes the
architecture block-by-block during training. Assuming that there are K “blocks” in the architecture,
we have a total of T = K stages during training. At the end of stage t, we re-initialize all layers after
the t-th block, that is, we set:

θRI = θ ⊙m(t) + θinit ⊙ (1−m(t)).

Here m(t) ∈ {0, 1}p is a vector such that m(t)
i = 1 if the i-th parameters belongs to the first t blocks

and is otherwise zero. ⊙ denotes an element-wise product. More generally, note that we can have
T = KM total stages, where at the end of each of the first M stages t = 1, . . . ,M , we re-initialize
all layers after the first block. At the end of each of the second M stages t = M + 1, . . . , 2M , we
re-initialize all layers after the second block and so forth. In addition to re-initializing all blocks after
the t-th block, Layer-wise Re-initialization also (1) re-scales the norm of the first t blocks to their
norm at initialization and (2) adds a normalization layer after block t.

3 The Regularizing Effect of Re-initialization

We first investigate the effect of re-initialization when no other regularization is deployed, akin to
settings where prior work [2] suggests re-initialization helps. We show that re-intiliazation provides
a consistent and considerable advantage over standard training, even beyond the small-data regime
[1, 27], as is the case of Tiny ImageNet. See Appendices C and D for details of the experimental
setup and hyperparameter choices.
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Table 1: Test accuracy (%) of different methods in settings ranging from basic to SOTA protocols on
CIFAR-100 with ResNet-18.
Setting
Abbrev.

Data
Aug.

Cosine
Anneal.

Weight
Decay

No Re-initialization
(standard training)

Self-distillation
(fixed-budget BAN) SGDR

Layer-wise
Re-initialization Shrink & Perturb

w/o dist. w/ dist. w/o dist. w/ dist.

∅ ✗ ✗ ✗ 55.5±0.6 56.4±0.5 N/A 61.0±0.6 62.5±0.2 63.1±0.6 63.5±0.3
D ✓ ✗ ✗ 70.8±0.1 70.5±0.5 N/A 72.1±0.3 74.7±0.2 71.9±0.1 74.0±0.6

DC ✓ ✓ ✗ 71.2±0.2 70.9±0.4 71.0±0.6 74.6±0.5 75.4±0.2 75.4±0.3 75.4±0.4
DCW ✓ ✓ ✓ 77.9±0.2 77.2±0.1 77.5±0.2 77.5±0.1 77.3±0.3 77.5±0.2 77.0±0.3

Table 2: Test accuracy (%) of standard training and Shrink & Perturb on Tiny ImageNet with PreAct-
ResNet-18.

Setting
Abbrev.

Data
Aug.

Cosine
Anneal.

Weight
Decay

No Re-initialization
(standard training)

Shrink & Perturb
w/o dist. w/ dist.

∅ ✗ ✗ ✗ 39.55±0.69 41.47±0.48 44.81±0.46
DCW ✓ ✓ ✓ 59.12±0.33 58.95±0.56 61.03±0.38
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Figure 2: Example test accuracy curves on
the CIFAR datasets with ResNet-18 in set-
ting ∅. Shrink & Perturb involves 10 stages.
For each method and dataset, the learning
rate is tuned separately – the optimal learn-
ing rates are on average 10 times smaller for
re-initialization than standard training here.

The different settings we consider are labeled ∅, D,
DC and DCW, as described on the left of Table 1.
Setting ∅ is the basic setting considered in this sec-
tion, where we use a constant learning rate, no weight
decay and no data augmentation. As shown in the
first rows of Tables 1 and 3, both Shrink & Perturb
and Layer-wise Re-initialization improve generaliza-
tion performance over standard training for both CI-
FAR datasets, with Shrink & Perturb outperforming
Layer-wise Re-initialization by a margin of 1-2 per-
centage points in both cases. Distillation is also ben-
eficial, though more for CIFAR-10 than CIFAR-100.
These findings also hold for the larger Tiny ImageNet
dataset, where we focus on only Shrink & Perturb
with and without distillation, as shown in the first
row of Table 2. In summary, re-initialization sig-
nificantly boosts generalization without additional
computational cost in setting ∅.

Examples of the test accuracy learning curves are
shown in Figure 2 for Shrink & Perturb with 10 stages.
Notice that each re-initialization causes a sudden drop
in performance from which there is a quick recovery. Whereas the test accuracy for standard training
stagnates early on, training with Shrink & Perturb keeps improving test accuracy with each successive
re-initialization. All models shown in this plot achieved approximately 100% training accuracy and
close to zero training negative log-likelihood. See Figures 9 and 10 for examples of training curves.

4 Re-initialization Alongside Other Regularization
Next, we consider how beneficial re-initialization is when deployed alongside other regularization
techniques that are commonly used to achieve high performance in SOTA training protocols. Begin-
ning with the simple setting explored in Section 3, we gradually add data augmentation (setting D),
cosine annealing (setting DC) and weight decay (setting DCW), achieving around SOTA performance
in setting DCW. Our motivation is to explore whether the effect of these different techniques is
additive with the benefit of re-initialization. As shown in Tables 1 and 3, all re-initialization methods
except fixed-budget BAN noticeably improve upon standard training in settings ∅, D and DC. In most
cases, the best performing method is Shrink & Perturb with distillation, improving accuracy over
standard training by upto 5 percentage points on CIFAR-10 and 8 percentage points on CIFAR-100.

However, a key negative finding here is that when all regularization techniques are used and
carefully tuned (setting DCW), the best re-initialization methods do not improve generalization
performance over standard training. Note that setting DCW is arguably more important and
common in practice than previous settings. We speculate that Shrink & Perturb affects the norm of
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Figure 3: Re-initialization can make performance less sensitive to the choice of learning rate
and weight decay. Performance of different methods over a grid search of learning rate and weight
decay combinations on CIFAR-100 with ResNet-18 in setting DCW. All re-initialization methods use
5 stages. Shrink & Perturb stands out most, as its performance varies much less over the grid than
other methods, especially standard training (no re-initialization).
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Figure 4: Test accuracy as a function of the number of re-initialization stages in settings ∅
and DCW. In setting ∅, any number of stages improves upon standard training for Shrink &
Perturb and Layer-wise Re-initialization. In setting DCW, adding more stages monotonically worsens
generalization. Recall that for Layer-wise Re-initialization, the number of stages is tied to the
architecture itself, and T ∈ {2, 5, 10, 20}.

the weights during training which may overlap with the effect of weight decay, as discussed further in
Appendix B.1. We also show the impact of re-initialization in setting DCW for Tiny ImageNet in the
last row of Table 2. Similar to before, the improvement in performance from using Shrink & Perturb
is much smaller here than in setting ∅. Shrink & Perturb has no impact on performance, whereas
Shrink & Perturb with distillation slightly improves performance over standard training.

4.1 Re-initialization Makes Optimal Performance More Robust to Hyperparameters
Although re-initialization methods do not offer much benefit in terms of generalization for optimal
hyperparameters in setting DCW, we found that they can make performance less sensitive to the
choice of learning rate and weight decay hyperparameters. Figure 3 shows the test accuracy achieved
by different methods over a grid of learning rate and weight decay choices for CIFAR-100 in setting
DCW. We observe that the performance of both Layer-wise Re-initialization and Shrink & Perturb
varies less over the grid compared to no re-initialization. This is especially prominent for Shrink &
Perturb. These methods can hence be beneficial when thorough hyperparameter tuning is infeasible.

4.2 Impact of the Number of Re-initialization Stages
The number of stages T used for re-initialization is an additional hyperparameter that we tuned in
our experiments. Note that T = 1 trivially corresponds to standard training (i.e. no re-initialization).
We show how test accuracy varies as a function of T in Figure 4 for the different methods over each
of the CIFAR datasets in settings ∅ and DCW. In setting ∅, typically a large number of stages, in
the range 5-20, is most beneficial for the re-initialization methods. In fact, for Shrink & Perturb
and Layer-wise Re-initialization, any number of stages in the range shown (2-25) improves upon
standard training. However, in setting DCW, the profile of the curves changes drastically. Increasing
the number of stages monotonically lowers the test accuracy, which is consistent with our finding
that in this setting, re-initialization methods offer little advantage. See Figure 11 in Appendix B for
further experiments with MobileNetV2 on the CIFAR datasets.

Additional Results. Further experiments can be found in Appendix B, including discussions on the
roles of self-distillation (Appendix B.2), the learning rate schedule (Appendix B.3) and preliminary
results on ImageNet (Appendix B.4). We also explore the implications of our findings for online
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Figure 5: Re-initialization is beneficial for learning under label noise even with full regularization.
Both re-initialization methods improve performance, with further improvements from distillation.
The benefit of re-initialization compared to standard training increases with more label noise. See
Figure 7 for corresponding results on CIFAR-10.

learning in Appendix B.5, where Shrink & Perturb was initially proposed, similarly finding a strong
dependence on the presence of other regularization.

5 Re-initialization Under Label Noise
Having studied how different components of the training protocol interact with re-initialization, we
next focus on learning under noisy data, where learning is more challenging, potentially requiring
stricter regularization. In particular, we add label noise to the data by randomizing the labels of a
randomly-chosen fraction q of the training data points, keeping the test set the same. We remain in
setting DCW, where data augmentation, weight decay and learning rate schedules are used.

Figure 5 shows the performance of different methods as we add q = 20% and 40% label noise
on the CIFAR and Tiny ImageNet datasets. Surprisingly, re-initialization methods consistently
improve upon standard training here. For CIFAR datasets, both Shrink & Perturb and Layer-wise
Re-initialization are beneficial each on their own, and performance further improves with the addition
of distillation. The results are similar for Tiny ImageNet, where the difference between standard
training and re-initialization is even starker: over 15 percentage points with 40% label noise.

We can therefore conclude that the effects of re-initialization do not completely overlap with those of
data augmentation, weight decay and learning rate schedules. Indeed, even though re-initialization
does not improve generalization in setting DCW without label noise, it shows a substantial improve-
ment on generalization with label noise on top of standard regularization techniques. We suspect
that one reason re-initialization helps in this scenario relates to the order in which neural networks
learn training examples. “Difficult examples” (such as mislabelled inputs) tend to be learned later
during training by deeper layers [3]. Re-initialization might be exploiting this property of learning by
naturally selecting the clean data: since periodically re-initializing “resets” training to an extent, the
network might be prevented from confidently fitting to the noise (which is learned later) to instead
focus on learning the correctly labelled examples (which are learned earlier).

6 Conclusion, Limitations & Future Work
We have investigated when re-initialization methods, a set of techniques that are simple to implement
with almost no computational overhead, improve generalization compared to standard training.
Although they appear very promising in the absence of other regularization, they do not improve
over standard training with sufficient regularization, unless the training data contains label noise.
Moreover, since re-initialization methods reduce sensitivity to hyperparameter choices, unless the
hyperparameters for standard training are carefully tuned, re-initialization may incorrectly appear to
improve generalization. This highlights the importance in empirical research of ensuring (as much as
computationally feasible) that sub-optimal hyperparameter choices do not lead to unfair comparisons
and incorrect conclusions.

One limitation of our work is that, although we observe clear empirical trends in when re-initialization
works, a deeper understanding of why it works or not is missing and constitutes important future work.
Another limitation of our study is that we restrict ourselves to CIFAR-10/100 and Tiny ImageNet
datasets and convolution-based network architectures for classification. Although this restriction
allowed us to thoroughly explore the interaction between re-initialization and other techniques on
these standard benchmarks and carefully tune hyperparameters given a limited compute budget, it
would be interesting to extend the scope to other tasks and data modalities as future work.
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Figure 6: Weight norms during training vary across methods more in setting ∅ than setting
DCW. Curves show how the norm of ResNet-18 weights varies through training for re-initialization
methods (with 5 stages) and standard training. In setting ∅, Shrink & Perturb yields a model with
smaller weight norm than standard training and Layer-wise Re-initialization, but in setting DCW, all
methods yield models with similar weight norms.

A Related Work

Various re-initialization methods have been proposed in the literature, differing usually by motivation
and choice of weights that are re-initialized. For example, motivated by sparsity, Han et al. [12]
introduced dense-sparse-dense training, where after an initial stage of training, the smallest weights
are pruned to induce sparsity, the network is trained and in the third and last stage, the pruned weights
are re-initialized from zero. Taha et al. [27] also proposed “knowledge evolution” which partitions
the weights of a network into two parts, one of which is continuously training and the other repeatedly
re-initialized. For transfer learning, Li et al. [21] proposed to periodically re-initialize only the final
layer, optionally with ensembling [29]. Recently, Alabdulmohsin et al. [1] compared a number of
these methods with their proposed Layer-wise Re-initialization. They found it outperformed prior
approaches, which is why we chose to study it in this work. Their empirical evaluation focused
on the small-data regime, where one set of hyperparameters common across multiple datasets and
architectures are used. They also did not study how re-initialization methods interact with other
regularizers. Also, in the spirit of re-initialization, various approaches for “resetting” or “restarting”
training can also be found in the literature [23, 16, 26, 18].

Re-initialization also recently appeared in the context of online learning and warm-starting neural
networks, where data arrives sequentially [2, 6]. Ash and Adams [2] showed that warm-starting
neural network training worsens generalization. They proposed Shrink & Perturb, a simple technique
to improve performance in their online learning setup. The benefits of Shrink & Perturb as a generic
re-initialization method for i.i.d. learning have not been studied before. Caccia et al. [6] studied
techniques for expanding capacity by initializing new parameters as more data arrives. Igl et al. [17]
observed a similar phenomenon in reinforcement learning and proposed distillation as a remedy.
Generally, self-distillation [11, 15] itself closely relates to re-initialization (see Section 2.1).

B Additional Results

B.1 Weight Norms in Setting DCW

We speculate that part of the reason why Shrink & Perturb does not outperform standard training in
setting DCW as opposed to settings ∅, D and DC relates to its effect on the norm of the weights during
training which may overlap with the effect of weight decay. As shown in Figure 6, in the absence
of weight decay, the norm of the weights tends to increase monotonically without re-initialization,
whereas Shrink & Perturb periodically reduces this weight norm. In setting ∅, this results in the
learned models’ weight norms varying across methods, while, in setting DCW, all methods learn
models with similar final norms due to weight decay. Moreover, in setting ∅, Shrink & Perturb
results in a model with norm similar to that of standard training in setting DCW. Therefore, both
weight decay and Shrink & Perturb encourage the final learned model to have a small weight norm, a
quantity that is known to be linked to generalization performance [24, 4]. Nevertheless, this does not
fully explain why Shrink & Perturb works, as shown in Section 5.
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Figure 7: Re-initialization is beneficial for learning under label noise even with full regularization.
Results for CIFAR-10. See Figure 5 and Section 5.

Table 3: Test accuracy (%) of different methods in settings ranging from basic to SOTA protocols on
CIFAR-10 with ResNet-18.

Setting
Abbrev.

Data
Aug.

Cosine
Anneal.

Weight
Decay

No Re-initialization
(standard training)

Self-distillation
(fixed-budget BAN)

Layer-wise
Re-initialization Shrink & Perturb

w/o dist. w/ dist. w/o dist. w/ dist.

∅ ✗ ✗ ✗ 83.8±0.3 84.0±0.4 87.6±0.4 87.3±0.2 88.8±0.2 88.6±0.4
D ✓ ✗ ✗ 92.5±0.0 92.6±0.2 92.6±0.3 93.2±0.1 93.1±0.2 94.1±0.0

DC ✓ ✓ ✗ 92.8±0.2 92.6±0.1 93.4±0.1 93.4±0.2 94.1±0.2 94.2±0.1
DCW ✓ ✓ ✓ 95.0±0.0 94.8±0.2 94.7±0.2 95.0±0.3 94.7±0.2 94.7±0.1

B.2 The Role of Self-Distillation

Another observation from Tables 1 and 3 is that fixed-budget BANs do not improve performance
compared to standard training in most cases, sometimes leading to worse test accuracies, and are
outperformed by Shrink & Perturb and Layer-wise Re-initialization in all settings except DCW. Recall
from Section 2.1 that BANs can be viewed as a simple re-initialization method combined with
distillation: we re-initialize the full network from scratch in each stage. Therefore, BANs constitute
an important baseline for more sophisticated re-initialization methods. Our results indicate that
while distillation can boost performance, it is computationally sub-optimal to completely re-initialize
each network in the sequence. Under a fixed-budget setting as shown here, too many stages will
then lead to too few gradient steps per stage, whereas too few stages do not reap the full benefits of
distillation, both of which can negatively impact performance. On the other hand, Layer-wise Re-
initialization and Shrink & Perturb partly “re-use” the model from the previous stage, circumventing
the need for a large number of gradient steps per stage and improving learning efficiency. Therefore,
re-initialization is itself crucial, and distillation does not suffice on its own. Figure 8 shows how
complete re-initialization in BANs leads to large drops in performance from which it is more difficult
to recover quickly.

B.3 The Role of Cosine Annealing

For re-initialization methods, in settings DC and DCW with a learning rate schedule, we applied cosine
annealing per stage, yielding a cyclical learning rate [23]. Such a learning rate schedule can have
its own benefits, therefore we compared re-initialization in settings DC and DCW with SGDR for
CIFAR-100. As shown in Table 1, SGDR does not match the performance of the re-initialization
methods in setting DC and performs similar in setting DCW. This indicates that when re-initialization
is helpful, it is not an effect of the cyclical schedule.

B.4 Results on ImageNet

Our findings on the dependence of the benefits of Shrink & Perturb on other regularization were shown
to hold for the CIFAR datasets and Tiny ImageNet. In this section, we preliminarily explore whether
they also hold for ImageNet. As Table 4 shows, in setting CW, which lacks data augmentation, Shrink
& Perturb clearly outperforms no re-initialization. However, in setting DCW with full regularization,
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Figure 11: Effect of Shrink & Perturb on the CIFAR datasets in settings ∅ and DCW with a
MobileNetV2 architecture. Our results in this figure indicate that the overall trend observed in our
experiments with ResNet-18 also appears for MobileNetV2. In particular, in setting ∅, Shrink &
Perturb improves performance for any number of stages shown, whereas in setting DCW, it provides
no benefit over standard training (no re-initialization).

Shrink & Perturb even slightly underperforms compared to standard training. These conclusions also
match our findings in Sections 3 and 4.
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Figure 12: Under label noise, tuning the epoch budget for standard training does not close the
gap with re-initialization methods. See the discussion in Section 5.

Table 4: Test accuracy (%) of standard training and Shrink & Perturb on ImageNet with ResNet-18.
Setting
Abbrev.

Data
Aug.

Cosine
Anneal.

Weight
Decay

No Re-initialization
(standard training) Shrink & Perturb

CW ✗ ✓ ✓ 59.1 63.7
DCW ✓ ✓ ✓ 70.8 69.7

B.5 Implications for Online Learning

Shrink & Perturb was originally proposed by Ash and Adams [2] in the context of online learning
(cf. Section 2.2), so we explore whether our conclusions also hold there. In particular, how do
different methods compare in the absence of other regularization (similar to the setting originally
studied by Ash and Adams [2]) and with full regularization? In Figure 13, we assume that training
data accumulates by arriving sequentially in five “chunks” leading to five stages of training, and
we compare three methods: (1) initializing the network from scratch and re-training it every time
a new chunk arrives, (2) warm-starting it (i.e. continuously fine-tuning) and (3) applying Shrink &
Perturb every time a new chunk arrives. In line with the findings of Ash and Adams [2], without
regularization, the warm-started network significantly underperforms the network initialized from
scratch, whereas applying Shrink & Perturb outperforms both (left plot in Figure 13). However, under
sufficient regularization, all three methods interestingly perform approximately the same (right plot
in Figure 13). This also closely matches our findings from Sections 3 and 4.

We also find that the warm-starting generalization gap [2] (i.e. warm-started models underperforming
models initialized from scratch in each stage) does not exist on ImageNet in a setting with full
regularization as shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 13: The benefits of Shrink & Perturb and the warm-starting generalization gap in the
online learning setup of Ash and Adams [2] also depend on whether other regularization is
used. Results shown are for a ResNet-18 trained on CIFAR-100. See Appendix B.5 for discussion.
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Figure 14: There is no warm-starting generalization gap for ResNet-18 on ImageNet in the
online learning setup of Ash and Adams [2] under full regularization. Learning curves show the
test accuracy on ImageNet where in the first stage we train on half the training data, followed by the
full training data in the second stage. See Appendix B.5 for discussion.

B.6 Additional Figures

To ensure that standard training does not underperform re-initialization methods due to overfitting
resulting from too many gradient steps (particularly when there is label noise), we explored whether
the performance gap between re-initialization methods and standard training can be closed by tuning
the epoch budget. As shown in Figure 12, this is not sufficient to close to gap.

Figures 9 to 11 are discussed in Sections 3 and 4.

C Experimental Setup

For each architecture (ResNet-18, PreAct-ResNet-18, MobileNetV2) [14, 13, 25] and dataset (CIFAR-
10, CIFAR-100, Tiny ImageNet), we used SGD with momentum 0.9 for training with early stopping
by validation accuracy. For the CIFAR datasets, we separately tuned the learning rate and weight
decay hyperparameters for each method by cross validation. Note that this is different to the setup
of Alabdulmohsin et al. [1] where the learning rate and weight decay hyperparameters were fixed
for all combinations of datasets and architectures in their image classification experiments. For
the larger and more computationally costly Tiny ImageNet dataset, we tuned the learning rate and
weight decay hyperparameters for standard training (that is, no re-initialization) and kept them fixed
for the re-initialization methods. This simulates a practical scenario: given tuned hyperparameters
for standard training on an expensive and large dataset, does it help to use re-initialization without
re-tuning the hyperparameters?

For re-initialization methods, we note that the number of stages T is an additional hyperparameter
which we tune (cf. Section 4.2). Moreover, all models are optimized for the same number of gradient
steps for all methods. All other hyperparameters such as batch size and number of epochs are the
same for all methods and specified in Tables 5 and 6. Our code is provided for reproducibility and
will be open-sourced.
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D Hyperparameters & Pseudo-code of Re-initialization Methods

Hyperparameters for our experiments are described in Tables 5 and 6, and the pseudo-code for
training with re-initialization is shown in Algorithm 1.

General
Total training epochs 200
Stages × epochs per stage {2× 100, 5× 40, 10× 20, 20× 10, 25× 8}
Batch size 125
Momentum 0.9
Learning rate grid {0.005, 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.1}
Weight decay grid {0, 0.0001, 0.0005, 0.001, 0.005}
Distillation strength βdistill (if used) 1

Data augmentation (if used) Random horizontal flips and
size-preserving crops after padding 4 pixels.

Data normalization µ = (0.485, 0.456, 0.406)
σ = (0.229, 0.224, 0.225)

Shrink & Perturb
Shrink λ (default unless explicitly defined otherwise) 0.4
Perturb γ (default unless explicitly defined otherwise) 0.1

Layer-wise Re-initialization
(K,M) {(2, 1) , (5, 1) , (5, 2)}

Table 5: Hyperparameters common to all models trained on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 (32 × 32
images) [19].

General
Total training epochs 500
Stages × epochs per stage {2× 100, 5× 40, 10× 20, 20× 10, 25× 8}
Batch size 100
Momentum 0.9
Learning rate grid {0.01, 0.05, 0.1}
Weight decay grid {0, 0.0001, 0.0005, 0.005}
Distillation strength βdistill (if used) 2

Data augmentation (if used) Random horizontal flips and
size-preserving crops after padding 4 pixels.

Data normalization µ = (0.485, 0.456, 0.406)
σ = (0.229, 0.224, 0.225)

Shrink & Perturb
Shrink λ (default unless explicitly defined otherwise) 0.4
Perturb γ (default unless explicitly defined otherwise) 0.1

Table 6: Hyperparameters common to all models trained on Tiny ImageNet (64× 64 images) [20].
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Algorithm 1 Training with re-initialization function R.
Input: Training data D, number of re-initialization stages T , initialization distribution pinit, total
epochs N .
P ← ⌊N/T ⌋ # epochs per stage
for t = 1 to T do

if t == 1 then
θstart ∼ pinit # initialize training

else
θstart ← R(θinit,θ

end), where θinit ∼ pinit is an i.i.d. initialization. # re-initialize network
end if
θend ← parameters after training for P epochs on D, starting from θstart, optionally with
distillation from teacher network fθend if t > 1. # optimization objective is defined in
Equation (1)

end for
return θend
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